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Abstract
Cancer has caused a tremendous burden in developing countries. Oncolytic virus (OV) therapy is an emerging
modality with the potential to be a single or combination agent with radiation therapy (RT). Following entry of OV
to the cell, OV will replicate and assemble before exiting from tumor cells. Construction of OV can be done by
modifying the capsid, genome, and chemical material of viruses. Irradiation will induce double-strand breaks, and
further integration of OV with DNA damage response pathway will interact with the MRE11-Rad50-Nbs1 complex
to regulate the mobilization of E4 open reading frame 6, protein phosphatase 2A, poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase,
apoptosis-inducing factor, and topoisomerase-IIβ-binding protein 1. Degradation of DNA-dependent protein kinase
catalytic subunits via human simplex virus-1-infected cell polypeptide 0 will inhibit DNA repair. OV and RT have a
synergistic interaction to cause viral oncolysis and upregulation of immune response. In the clinical setting, most
studies have demonstrated that OV is a safe treatment with less toxicity. Moreover, OV + RT resulted in longer
median survival (62.4 vs. 37.7 weeks) in malignant glioma.
Keywords: Oncolytic virus, radiation therapy, cancer, developing country

INTRODUCTION
Having been increasing for the past decades, the incidence and mortality of cancer have caused a
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tremendous burden in our world. Based on the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC)
GLOBOCAN database, in 2018, more than 18 million new cases and 9.5 million deaths were attributable to
cancer in the world. This number increased from the previous 2012 GLOBOCAN database when 14.1
million cases and 8.2 million deaths were detected in the world. As an integral part of Asia, where the
highest incidence and mortality reside, developing countries such as India, Indonesia, and Thailand were
also facing a high disease burden, with 1.324 million, 396.9 thousand, and 190.6 thousand cases in 2020.
Furthermore, the numbers of deaths in India, Indonesia, and Thailand were 851.6 thousand, 396.9
thousand, and 124.8 thousand, respectively. Based on the estimation from IARC, the worldwide incidence
and deaths due to cancer will increase by 63.4% and 71.5% to 29.5 and 16.38 million cases by 2040
(compared to 2018)[1,2] As the trend of cancer burden is increasing, further measures should be taken to fight
the disease.
Surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy are the three main treatments for cancer, especially for solid
tumors. However, those treatments may only be partially effective with short-term and long-term
toxicities[3]. Radiation therapy (RT) is a modality for cancer management by using high-energy radiation
sources such as photons, charged particles, and protons to alter cancer cells’ metabolism, disrupt the tumor
microenvironment (TME), and reduce cancer cell survival. RT can be tailored and delivered internally or
externally to the location of interest. Usually, the RT fraction is given as 1.5 Gray (Gy)-2 Gray (Gy), 5
days/week for 5 weeks-7 weeks. Recent improvements in technologies have enhanced RT delivery from 2D
techniques to more effective techniques such as 3D-conformal RT (3D-CRT), intensity-modulated
radiotherapy, and stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT). Based on the RT utilization rate, it is predicted that 52%
of cancer patients have to be treated with RT[3,4].
Recently, due to the increasing demand for tumor-selective therapies which can treat tumors without
having significant toxicities, many novel approaches are emerging.[5] One of the rapidly growing treatment
strategies is immunotherapy. The human immune system is well known for its ability to recognize and kill
cancer cells; thus, modulating the immune system within a patient’s body via immunotherapy gives another
possible therapeutic strategy to fight cancer[4,6]. Oncolytic virus (OV), as part of immunotherapy, is an
emerging modality with the potential to be a single or combination agent for cancer treatment[7]. OV can be
engineered for selective replication in tumor tissues but not normal non-neoplastic host cells. After further
replication, the antitumoral effect can be elicited through direct infection, tumor cell lysis, or via the
immune system. This method of immune therapy enables specific localization of tumors with reduced side
effects[8]. When combined with the currently developed cancer treatment modalities such as radiation
therapy, OV has a synergistic interaction which may result in a better antitumoral response[7]. This review
discusses the role of combining oncolytic virus and radiation therapy in cancer management.

HISTORY AND TYPE OF ONCOLYTIC VIRUSES
The history of OV therapy started from multiple anecdotal reports dated 3000 years ago in ancient Egypt,
where concomitant infection with high fever resulted in tumor spontaneous disappearance[9]. In the late
1700s, vaccination against viruses was utilized in daily life. Further application of viruses for cancer therapy
was explored in the early 1900s, where concurrent natural viral infection resulted in cancer remission. There
are reports that a 42-year-old woman and a 4-year-old boy with leukemia demonstrated disease remission
subsequent to infection by presumed influenza and chickenpox, respectively. However, leukemia relapsed
and progressed rapidly after one month of remission, with death as its endpoint. Following that, several
observations suggested that viruses may have the ability to kill cancer cells selectively and effectively, but
alterations were required. In the 1950s, when viral cell culture advanced significantly for in vitro and animal
model research, a study showed that the administration of the encephalitis virus could shrink sarcoma, but
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the mice models died from fatal encephalitis. As chemotherapy and radiotherapy advanced rapidly in that
era, the interest in OV went into hiatus until the 1990s, when genetic engineering made viral genomic
alteration possible[10,11].
OV are one of the methods for combating cancer by using attenuated viruses to infect and generate/boost
immune responses towards tumor cells. In most OV therapy, genetic modification is performed on viruses
to increase virulence for tumor cells but not non-neoplastic normal cells[12]. Some of the potential viruses for
OV therapy with the related type of cancers trial availability are summarized in Table 1.

CONSTRUCTION OF ONCOLYTIC VIRUSES
Natural viral tropism towards cancer but not normal cells has been discovered in some types of viruses
where the sustainability of cancer growth is maintained for viral infection and replication purposes. These
viruses can selectively bind and infect overexpressed surface receptors on cancer cells. Some examples are
found in squamous cell carcinoma, where elevated HSV-1 infection and cytotoxicity will lead to the
increasing level of nectin-1 (cell surface adhesion molecule); several human cancers such as hepatocellular
carcinoma, colorectal cancer, ovarian cancer, and breast cancer also express CD46 surface receptor, which
may be utilized by measles virus for cellular entry. Deficiency of anti-viral defense in cancer cells, such as
abnormality of IFN pathways and protein kinase R activity, which play a role in protein synthesis and
prevention of viral replication, also lead to increasing susceptibility towards viral infection[10].
The natural tropism of viruses is also affected by the type of viruses. RNA viruses have a faster tumor cell
killing effect due to their replication in the cytoplasm of cancer cells. Conversely, nuclei-replicated DNA
viruses have a better tumor-selective property. Comparing the presence of envelope and size of viruses,
naked viruses and smaller viruses have a better tumor tropism due to their immune evasion and tumor
infiltration/diffusion abilities, respectively. Nevertheless, larger viruses have better efficiency in gene
insertion[8].
Besides natural tropism, recent advances have shifted towards genetically modified OV for cancer therapy.
The selection of OV for certain cancers depends on the selectivity of each virus; for example, coxsackie virus
has the ability to bind ICAM-1 and DAF surface molecules which are prominent in melanoma cells but not
surrounding normal tissues[13]. To increase tropism and reduce adverse effects of OV, several strategies are
developed, including three main modifications of capsid, genomic engineering, and chemical. There are also
other interventions to increase OV effectiveness, such as interference in OV delivery efficiency;
microenvironment alteration; use of cytokines/chemokines; integrating tumor-associated antigens (TAA),
immune-activating ligands, or bispecific T cell engager (BiTE) molecules; and strategies to track OV[8,14].
Capsid modification is one of the methods to enhance virus-tumor binding through the insertion of
peptide/protein domain into the viral capsid. Following insertion, transduction efficiencies and facilitation
of OV attachment to tumor cell membranes will increase, which results in viral internalization. To enhance
the tropism, several modifications have been constructed, including the construction of a random-peptidedisplaying library for developing tumor target-specific vector or insertion of single-chain Fv fragments
(scFv) gene. The latter showed an enhanced infection selectivity on the receptor of tumor cells, such as in
the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2+ (HER2+) lung cancer animal model, where HSV-OV armed
with IL-12 and HER2 inhibited the cancer growth[8].
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Table 1. Type of OV and their characteristics[10,14]

Virus

Herpes simplex virus

Vaccinia virus

Newcastle
disease virus

Adenovirus

Reovirus

Family

Herpesviridae

Poxviridae

Paramyxoviridae

Adenoviridae

Reoviridae

Genome

dsDNA

dsDNA

ssRNA

dsDNA

dsRNA

Site of replication

Nucleus

Cytoplasm

Cytoplasm

Nucleus

Cytoplasm

Envelope status

Enveloped

Enveloped

Enveloped

Non-enveloped

Non-enveloped

Name of viruses in
T-VEC
clinical development

Peca-Vec

MEDI5395

ONCOS-102, TILT-123, DNX-2440, LOAd703

Reolysin

Transgene

GM-CSF

GM-CSF

GM-CSF

GM-CSF, IL-2, TNF-α OX40L trimerized CD40L, None
4-1BBL

Cancer selectivity

Viral gamma 34.5 gene, thymidine
kinase deletion, tumor-selective
promoters, targeting microRNA

Deletion of thymidine kinase,
Naturally IFN
ribonucleotide reductase, growth factor sensitive
of virus, and viral B18R gene

Partial deletion of viral control for gene
expression (viral gene E1A) through targeting
microRNA or tumor-selective promoters

Naturally IFN sensitive

Type of cancer
available

Melanoma, head and neck, pancreatic,
GBM, breast, hepatocellular carcinoma

Head and neck, melanoma, lung, breast, GBM
hepatocellular carcinoma, colorectal
cancer

Head and neck, GBM, breast, prostate, ovarian,
colorectal, bladder cancer

Head and neck, pancreatic,
melanoma, ovarian, NSCLC, glioma,
sarcoma, colorectal cancer

OV: Oncolytic virus; dsDNA: double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid; GBM: glioblastoma multiforme; ssRNA, single-stranded ribonucleic acid; NSCLC: non-small cell lung cancer.

Other types of intervention are genomic engineering and chemical modification. There are two types of genomic engineering to construct OV: knocking out
the essential genes for normal cells replication and insertion of tumor-specific transcription promoters. Deletion of apoptotic cell death inhibiting genes, such
as E1B55kd viral protein, which plays a role in degrading p53, resulted in increasing ONYX-015 adenovirus tumor-selective replication. Furthermore, adding
tumor-specific transcription promoters such as human telomerase reverse transcriptase resulted in selective viral transcription on cancer cells. Chemical
modification is an approach to integrate chemical substances such as a pH-sensitive polymer complex so that OV can specifically infect cancer cells at lower
than normal cell pH conditions[8].
Oncolytic viruses can be delivered systemically or locally. Ideally, systemic delivery should be preferred to broadly distribute viruses to primary and metastatic
tumors. However, the host immune system may recognize the viral particles and degrade them rapidly. To overcome this, several measures have been taken to
increase tumor tropism without hampering tumor regression, including the usage of nanoparticles, liposomes, or loading viruses onto myeloid-derived
suppressor cells. Intratumoral is also a feasible method for OV delivery system; however, inaccessible locations such as brain/pancreatic cancer limit the
administration of OV. Image-guided OV delivery may be an alternative for intratumoral OV administration[8].
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Other types of OV modifications are integration with TAA, immune-activating ligands, and BiTE molecules
and a strategy to track OV. TAA provides a potent and persistent systemic antitumoral response, but, due to
its variability, especially in solid tumors, and expression in healthy tissues, an ideal TAA is difficult to find.
BiTE is a novel immunotherapeutic agent with the ability to activate T-cell response via CD3epsilon
receptor without MHC expression. When vaccinia virus armed with BiTE molecule targets antigen EphA2
(EphA2-TEA-VV), it will interact with epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) on lung cancer cells
(EnAd-SA-EpCAM) and activate T cells, resulting in the killing of tumor cells. To track OV, incorporation
of certain types of genes which may encode luciferase, green fluorescent protein (GFP), red fluorescent
protein, or human sodium iodide symporter is performed on the viral genome or capsids. Once integrated,
in addition to using invasive methods such as biopsy, investigators can quantify the viral replication noninvasively in vivo[8].

MECHANISM OF ACTION OF ONCOLYTIC VIRUSES
Upon injection, OV will interact with tumor cells in three phases: OV entry, replication and assembly, and
exit of the cell. After binding on the host cell receptor, OV can enter the cell via endocytosis (i.e.,
adenovirus), genetic material direct injection into the cytoplasm (i.e., coxsackievirus), or active fusion of OV
to the cell membrane (i.e., measles, mumps, and Newcastle disease virus). Another non-enveloped virus
(i.e., reovirus) can bind and enter host cells, with the additional function to enhance their spread by cellular
membrane fusion with adjacent cells[13].
Following their entry, OVs will replicate in the respective cells, either in the cytoplasm (most RNA viruses)
or the host’s nucleus (i.e., adenovirus). OV will modify the host machinery and use it for the synthesis of
viral proteins and nucleic acids. After viral assembly, OV particles will exit the cell by budding through the
cell membrane or passive release after lysis of the host cell. Both methods of viral exit will kill the host cell[13].
Antitumor effects can be induced by OV through several mechanisms, including direct tumor oncolysis and
activation of innate or adaptive immune responses[15]. The combination of those mechanisms will lead to
OV-induced tumor cell death. Viral oncolysis may be induced by the infected cells through antigen
presentation or proinflammatory signaling peptides. OV can cause lysis of cells throughout their life cycle
for various reasons. Infected cells will transfer antigens (namely pathogen-associated molecular patterns)
such as viral capsid, nucleic acids, or proteins to the cell surface. Moreover, the presence of the virus, cell
lysis, tumor antigen, and danger-associated molecular patterns may promote antitumor immunity.
Following that, an immune response will be elicited to activate JAK/STAT pathway through IFN, TNF,
Toll-like receptor (TLR), and retinoic acid-inducible gene 1 cascade. Upon stimulation, positive feedback
from JAK/STAT pathway to IFN will activate protein kinase R, which senses the intracellular material of the
virus, stop transcription, and promote apoptosis and viral clearance[12,16].
Following infection, host pattern recognition receptors (PRR) will recognize viral PAMP through its surface
or intracellular domain. Recognition by PRR is dependent on the type of viruses: single-strand RNA viruses
will be recognized by retinoid acid-inducible gene-1, melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5, and
TLR 7; double-strand RNA will be detected by TLR3; and DNA viruses will be sensed by cytosolic doublestranded DNA sensors. Then, chemokines and cytokines (i.e., IFN I) will activate innate immune responses
[neutrophils, granulocytes, antigen-presenting cells (APC), and natural killer cells] and immune response
inhibition molecules. Activation of innate immune responses will destroy tumors with a viral infection,
inhibit tumor growth by releasing cytokines, and activate adaptive immunity by a viral-tumor-antigen
presentation from dying tumor cells. Nevertheless, cytokines/chemokines release and innate immune
responses are able to compromise the activity of OV. Recruitment of MDSC and Treg into TME will
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hamper tumor immune response. Therefore, it is encouraged that clinicians use immunosuppressive drugs
such as IFN type 1 inhibitor or cyclophosphamide before OV administration. The administration of
immunosuppressive drugs will lead to viral replication, killing of tumors, and priming of anti-TAA
responses by T cells. Combining GM-CSF and histone deacetylase inhibitor herpesvirus OV showed
augmentation of viral replication, oncolysis, antitumor immunity, macrophages, and CD8 cell infiltration
and inhibition of viral clearance[15].
Oncolytic viruses can also induce tumor immunogenic cell death (ICD), which is subsequently associated
with a potent immune response. Dying tumor cells will release damage-associated molecular patterns
(DAMPs) comprised of high-mobility group box 1 (HMGB1), annexin 1, calreticulin, adenosine
triphosphate (ATP), IFN type 1, and nucleic acids from cancer cells. Having sensed DAMPs, innate
response and APC will be activated; tumor antigen will effectively cross-present to antitumoral human T
cells. Integrating ICD-related DAMP genome will increase TAA visibility and immunogenicity upon
infection. Production of X-C motif chemokine ligand 1 by OV will also enhance the recruitment of
conventional type 1 dendritic cells as an APC for cancer immunity. Recent development has shown that
bispecific engager molecules are able to activate cytotoxic T cells without the need for APC for MHC-1
expression[15].
Adaptive immunity, including T cells, will be activated and navigate towards a successful antitumor
response. There are four steps to how OV helps T cells to attack tumor cells: efficient priming of TAA,
trafficking to and infiltration of T cells to the tumor, avoiding immunosuppression in TME, and
recognition, engagement, and lysing of tumor cells. PAMP and DAMP released from OV infection will be
loaded and lead the maturation process of dendritic cells (APC). APC will circulate to the nearest draining
lymph nodes for priming and induction of tumor-specific T cell immunity. Then, primed T cells must travel
to tumor sites through the trafficking and infiltration process. This process is mediated by type 1 IFN, which
stimulates the production of chemokines such as CXC-chemokine ligands 9-11. OV can be engineered to
produce T cell chemo-attractants, which can increase the production of chemokines by host cells. Induction
of TNF and IL-1β by OV also leads to the expression of adhesion molecules on endothelial and blood cells
(selectin and integrin). Adhesion molecules are important for T cell extravasation from the vasculature.
After arriving at the site of tumor cells, T cells have to overcome the immunosuppressive environment
secreted by tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) and MDSC. Genetic modification of OV may deplete
MDSC by expressing certain enzymes (e.g., prostaglandin-inactivating enzyme 15-hydroxyprostaglandin
dehydrogenase). After conquering the immunosuppressive environment, OV will help the T cells in tumor
engagement by inducing the production of type I interferon and subsequent expression of MHC class I and
II on tumor cells/APC. Those responses will help T cells recognize, engage with, and lyse the tumor cells.
Recent studies have shown that genetic modification of OV [namely, bispecific T cell engagers (BiTEs)] can
mediate direct tumor-T cell engagement. Binding of CD3 on T cell surface and target antigen on cancer
cells through BiTEs will allow direct tumor-T cell-mediated immune response[17].

COMBINATION OF ONCOLYTIC VIRUS AND RADIATION THERAPY IN CANCER
Irradiation will induce chemical bond breakage and macromolecular structure disruption. The random
deposit of energy will lead to damage to all molecules in a cell. Some molecules with rapid turnover (such as
water, mRNA, and protein) will experience the least damage, but other molecules with limited turnover
(such as DNA) will undergo heavy damage, including permanent and lethal DNA damage. Some types of
DNA damage are base damage, single-strand break, double-strand break (DSB), and cross-link break.
Among those, DSB is the most lethal lesion[18].
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Following DSB, cells will respond with two main mechanisms to prevent chromosome or chromatid
damage: homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). Sister chromatid is
used by HR as a template for DSB repair, restoring the original DNA sequence. In NHEJ, two DNA DSBs
are joined without using the homologous template, resulting in a higher risk of error, which may cause
permanent DNA changes[18]. HR usually occurs in the G2/S phase, where template chromatid is visible. On
the contrary, NHEJ occurs in the phase where no sister chromatid is available as a template (G1 phase).
Throughout the process of HR and NHEJ, the MRE11-Rad50-Nbs1 (MRN) complex plays a pivotal role as a
sensor for DSB[19,20].
During HR, DSB will be sensed by the MRN complex and double-stranded DNA will be processed into
single strands. Following that, MRN will recruit and activate ataxia-telangiectasia mutated (ATM), which
recruits downstream repair proteins [i.e., BRCA1 and 2, Rad family of proteins, and replication protein A
(RPA)]. Rad51 then mediates homologous strand invasion to sister chromatid for DNA replication. After
that, DNA synthesis and gap-filling at the break site occur and Rad54 comes to facilitate DNA end release
and annealing[21,22].
In NHEJ, ATM and Rad3-related (ATR), as part of the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase-related kinase, are
initially recruited to the damage site. Following that, Ku70/80 facilitates the recognition of damaged strands
and recruited DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-PKC). Autophosphorylation and
release of DNA-PKC from DNA will subsequently attract DNA ligase IV and X-ray repair crosscomplementing group to come for final repair and processing[19].
Interaction between radiation and viruses is shown by multiple virus types. Human T-cell leukemia virus
type 1 Tax protein has the ability to decrease DNA damage-induced apoptosis via Chk2, inhibit Chk1 kinase
and G2 arrest, and activate the DNA-PK pathway until saturated and damage response impaired[23,24]. HIV-1
may express Tat protein which plays a role as a radiosensitizer, downregulate DNA-PKcs, and inhibit DNA
repair[25]. Radiosensitivity of human epithelial cells to radiation is also promoted when Epstein-Barr virusrelated latent membrane protein 1 inhibits p53 and DNA repair[26,27].
The capability of interaction in the DNA damage response (DDR) pathway has been shown by several OV,
such as reovirus, adenovirus, and HSV-1. Reovirus has the ability to downregulate DNA repair genes [i.e.,
poly(ADP-ribosyl)-transferase, xeroderma pigmentosum complementing, and DNA polymerase alpha][28].
Due to its double-stranded genomes, DDR can recognize adenovirus as DSB and activate the NHEJ pathway
to further integrate viral to the host genome, forming long concatemeric adenoviral molecules. The MRN
complex may come to the sites of viral replication, but through proteasome-dependent degradation, Mre11
and Rad50 will be downregulated and the MRN complex will be relocated away from the viral replication
center via E4 open reading frame 6 (E4orf3). Activation of E4orf6 (found in human colorectal carcinoma
and glioblastoma cell lines) will degrade MRN complex and inhibit protein phosphatase 2A, resulting in no
γH2AX dephosphorylation. Prolonged phosphorylation of H2AX following radiation will induce activation
of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase and translocate apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) to the nucleus.
Translocation of AIF to the nucleus is important for radiosensitization by E4orf6[29-32]. Another
radiosensitivity mechanism of adeno OV is related to the stabilization of replication fork and DNA repair.
Adenoviral protein will interact with ATR kinase and topoisomerase-IIβ-binding protein 1, which results in
inhibition of cellular changes and phosphorylation of cell division cycle 25 phosphatases[19,33,34].
Regarding HSV-1, irradiation of glioblastoma cells will degrade DNA-PKcs via the expression of ICP0
(immediate-early protein). Degraded DNA-PKcs can inhibit DNA repair and increase HSV replication.
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ICP0 protein expressed by HSV-1 may also radiosensitize human glioblastoma cells. ICP0 may redistribute
ATR interacting protein into virus-induced, chaperone-enriched domain, resulting in sequestration of RPA
away from cellular DNA DSB[35-37].
Radiotherapy and OV have a synergistic interaction in stimulating immune responses. Radiotherapy is
known to stimulate an immunosuppressive effect through regulatory T cells, tumor-associated
macrophages, MDSC, and downregulation of cytokine released from dendritic cells[38-40]. Nevertheless,
augmentation of immune response may also be elicited by radiotherapy via killing of suppressor T cells,
upregulation of surface markers for cytotoxic T cells interaction, infiltration of immune cells to tumors,
activation of dendritic cells, antigen presentation within the tumor and draining lymph nodes, production
of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines, and induction of immunogenic cell death. Even though it is
known that radiotherapy may induce an immune response, the exact relation between the dosefractionation scheme and the specific immune-related response is yet to be discovered[41-51].
As mentioned in the previous section, OV may stimulate danger response, associated with inflammasome
complexes and type I interferon. Moreover, immunogenic cell death may also be elicited after infection of
tumor cells by EnAd, a chimeric oncolytic adenovirus[52]. Irradiation upregulates adenovirus early gene
expression and impairs DDR, releasing EnAd particle, which may spread the virus cytotoxicity behavior and
cause cell death[53]. Another study on prostate cancer xenograft model treated with Ad5/3-D24-hTNF alpha
and radiotherapy showed a significant reduction in tumor growth. This result may be due to a significant
increase in ATP, calreticulin, and HMGB1 release, which play a role in immunogenic cell death[19,54].
Additionally, γ 34.5-deleted HSV and radiotherapy also showed a synergistic effect via GADD34
expression[55].
The combination of OV and external beam radiation therapy may induce viral oncolysis. There are four
mechanisms involved in this response: viral receptor upregulation and increased viral uptake, viral gene
expression, upregulation of specific transgene under the control of the radio-inducible promoter and
increased viral replication. Radiation can exert cellular expression of Dynamin 2, which leads to
internalization of adenovirus when bound to coxsackie-adenoviral receptor/integrin as an adenoviral
cellular receptor[56,57]. An increase in GFP-positive cells when irradiation is given before viral infection has
also been shown[58].
Radiation-induced viral gene expression is observed during in vitro studies on the measles virus, which
expressed human carcinoembryonic antigen as the reporter gene[59]. This gene expression may be useful for
further augmentation of viral vector therapeutic efficacy, as shown in radiation-induced NIS gene
expression that enhanced antitumor activity[60-62].
Radio-inducible promoter has the ability to control the expression of a specific transgene, which affects
therapeutic efficacy. Adenovirus encoding TNF-α and early growth response (Egr)-1 radio-inducible
promoter, when injected intratumoral to irradiated cells, resulted in significantly higher TNF- α
concentration after 7 days-21 days[63]. It has been shown that a 2 Gy radiation dose is effective for the
activation of transgene expression[64]. The studies of transgene upregulation using radio-inducible
promoters also showed a positive result with an excellent safety profile in various tumors, including glioma
and soft tissue sarcoma[65,66].
Radiation-induced viral replication is dependent on the cell line. Viral replication is enhanced in some OV,
such as adenoviruses in prostate, lung, and glioblastoma models[67-71]. Other reports failed to show increased
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viral replication (i.e., reovirus in melanoma and colorectal cancer)[72]. Nevertheless, a study using HSV and
radiation showed that, even though viral replication did not occur, a synergistic effect between OV and
radiation was observed[73]. Therefore, viral replication is not compulsory for the antitumor effect[72,73].
Figure 1 illustrates the combined mechanism of oncolytic virus and radiation therapy.

CLINICAL DATA ON COMBINATIONS OF ONCOLYTIC VIRUS AND RADIATION THERAPY
Since the era of genetic engineering in the 1990s, multiple studies on OV have been established[10]. Two
types of OV are discussed in the European Society of Medical Oncology Handbook of Immuno-Oncology:
talimogene laherparepvec (T-VEC) and coxsackievirus A21 (CVA21). T-VEC is the first U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) approved OV, modified from HSV with additional expression of GM-CSF. TVEC was shown to be beneficial for the treatment of unresectable malignant melanoma. In addition,
CVA21, although yet to be approved by FDA, has exhibited promising clinical responses in different types
of solid cancers[74].
In the field of radiation oncology, limited trials were found regarding the combination of OV and radiation
therapy. Several studies are summarized in Table 2. All studies in the table are phase 1-3, but only two are
phase 3 trials. Most trials used adenovirus, followed by two trials using HSV and one trial using reovirus.
Regarding the tumor types, OV was used in trials for various cancers, including prostate, non-small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC), sarcoma, breast cancer, colorectal cancer, head and neck cancer, and glioblastoma.
All trials showed positive results with tolerable OV-related adverse events. Moreover, intervention with OV
led to prolonged survival and better disease control. Immonen et al.[75] showed that a combination of
AdvHSV-tk and standard treatment for malignant glioma resulted in longer median survival than the
control treatment (62.4 vs. 37.7 weeks, P = 0.0095). Another study by Freytag et al.[77,78,79] also resulted in a
42% reduction of biopsy positivity of prostate cancer in the OV and radiation therapy group two years after
intervention[65,66,75-76,80-83].
Currently, there are seven ongoing trials on combining radiation therapy and oncolytic virus [Table 3].
Those trials are being conducted in patients with metastatic NSCLC, triple-negative breast cancer, locally
advanced rectal cancer, malignant brain tumors, head and neck cancer, and locally advanced prostate
cancer. The modalities of radiation therapy are varied among studies, including conventional fractionation,
single hypofractionation, stereotactic body radiation therapy, and chemoradiation. The OV vectors used in
these studies are adenovirus (four studies), HSV (two studies), and vaccinia virus (one study)[84].

DEVELOPING ONCOLYTIC VIRUS THERAPY
The development of OV therapy during the earliest period was based on coincidental findings of tumor
regression in cancer patients with natural infection. Further investigation showed that certain viruses grow
better in cancer than normal cells. There are four premises for OV development from certain types of
viruses, with the measles virus as an example: independent clinical observation of cancer regression
following wild-type infection, cell entry and cell-to-cell fusion (with potential modification of receptors),
particle activation and modification of virus-host interaction for cancer-specific replication, and safety of
live attenuated viruses. Although derived from normally infectious diseases with the ability for human-tohuman transmission, no cases of OV transmission from patients treated with OV have been reported. The
effectiveness of OVs is also related to the reengineering process based on a specific cancer-related genetic
background, which resulted in targeted entry to cancer cells and the ability for enveloped exchange to
increase cancer cell targeting[85]. However, further measures should be taken to enhance the tropism of OV
towards cancer cells, as there might be some problems encountered such as inheritable capsid modification,
hampering of genomic modification due to viral size and titers, and polymer shielding which affects
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Table 2. Clinical studies on oncolytic viruses and radiation therapy

Author
(year)

Study
Endpoint(s)
design

1

Swisher et
al.
[76]
(2003)

Phase 2 To assess the possibility and apoptosis
trial
induction mechanisms after gene
transfer of adenoviral/Ad-p53 (INGN
201) and RT.

2

Freytag et
al.
[77]
(2003)

Phase 1 To establish the DLT after the
15 patients with prostate cancer with
trial
administration of OV concurrent with
adenocarcinoma subtype (stage T1c
conventional-dose 3D-CRT and
to T4).
increasing duration of 5-FC + vGCV
prodrug therapy. Moreover, transgene
expression and assessment of
therapeutic response are demonstrated
by prostate biopsy and serum PSA
level.

3

Senzer et al. Phase 1 Evaluation of safety, tolerability,
[66]
(2004)
trial
feasibility, and antitumor activity of
intratumoral injection of TNFerade
(adenovector) in parallel with RT.

4

No.

Patients/subjects

Intervention

Outcome

19 patients with nonmetastatic
NSCLC are not eligible for
chemoradiation/surgery.

Ad-p53 (INGN 201) was injected intratumor
on three different days (Days 1, 18, and 32) in
an outpatient setting; RT (30 2 Gy) was
delivered concomitantly over 6 weeks to the
primary tumor and mediastinal lymph nodes.

Common adverse events were grade 1/2 fevers and
chills (79 and 53%). 3-month follow-up biopsies: no
viable tumor (63% patients), viable tumor (16%
patients), and the rest not assessed.

A single intraprostatic injection of
replication-capable Ad5-CD/TKrep
adenovirus particles, followed by
valganciclovir prodrug therapy and 5fluorocytosine for 1 (Cohorts 1-3), 2 (Cohort
4), or 3 (Cohort 5) weeks along with 70-74
Gy 3D-CRT, 2 Gy per fraction.

There were no DLT and intervention-related adverse
reactions. Transgene expression persisted in the
prostate for up to 3 weeks after the OV injection. The
average PSA half-life in subjects who received the
prodrug therapy for more than 1 week was significantly
shorter than 1 week (0.6 vs. 2.0 months; P < 0.02), faster
than the previous report for subjects who were given 3DCRT conventional-dose only (2.4 months). In the
intermediate-risk group, 0/12 patients were positive at 1year followed up prostate biopsy.

36 cancer patients (pancreatic,
NSCLC, breast, colorectal, head and
neck, esophagus, bladder, sarcoma
biliary, primary liver, melanoma, and
adrenal).

TNFerade was given via intratumoral
injection twice weekly (Weeks 1-2), then
once weekly (Weeks 3-6). 1.8-2.0 Gy/day of
radiation was given until a total dose of 2066.6 Gy.

The most common toxicities included fever, injection site
pain, and chills (22%, 19%, and 19%, respectively). No
grade 3-4 toxicities were observed. 70% of 30 patients
demonstrated CR, PR, or MR at 4 weeks post-treatment.

Mundt et al. Phase 1 To evaluate the safety of concomitant
[65]
(2004)
trial
TNFerade and radiotherapy.

14 patients with soft tissue sarcoma
of the limb (liposarcoma,
leiomyosarcoma, chondrosarcoma,
and spindle cell sarcoma malignant
fibrous histiocytoma).

3 escalating dose levels of TNFerade were
given via intratumoral injections, twice a
week (Week 1) then once a week (Week 2-5)
throughout single daily fraction of radiation
therapy
All patients received daily concomitant RT in
1.8-2.0 Gy per fraction for a total dose of 3650.4 Gy.

No DLT was observed. The most common adverse
events were grade 1-2 chills, fever, fatigue, and flu-like
symptoms (50%, 43%, 36%, and 21%, respectively);
85% of subjects showed an objective tumor response
with 2 CR, 9 PR, and 1 SD.

5

Immonen et Phase 3 Safety and efficacy of adenovirus with
al.
RCT
the cloning of HSV-tk (AdvHSV-tk) and
[75]
(2004)
GCV administration via intravenous
injection.

36 subjects (operable primary or
recurring malignant glioma);
AdvHSV-tk gene therapy was given
to 17 subjects and control treatment
(surgery with/without radiotherapy)
was given to 19 subjects

AdvHSV-tk was injected directly into the
healthy tissue of the wound after tumor
resection in the intervention group.
Subsequently, GCV was given intravenously
after the gene therapy. In all groups, steroids,
antiepileptics, and post-operative 60 Gy RT
were given to the subjects.

The intervention group had a 65% longer median
survival than the control (62.4 vs. 37.7 weeks, P =
0.0095). AdvHSV-tk intervention was well-tolerated
without the occurrence of important safety issues.

6

Freytag et
al.
[78]
(2007)

9 subjects (5 intermediate-risk and 4 A single intraprostatic injection of Ad5high-risk prostate cancer)
yCD/mutTKSR39rep-ADP, then the subjects
received 2.6 weeks (13 days, only on
weekdays) of 5-FC + vGCV prodrug therapy
+ 74 Gy IMRT. In another cohort, two
intraprostatic injections of OV were
administered, followed by a subsequent 2.6
weeks of 5-FC + vGCV prodrug therapy + 74

Phase 1 To establish the toxicity-related
trial
intraprostatic injection of OV + vGCV
prodrug therapy, 5-FC, and IMRT.
Another endpoint is to determine the
presence of positive prostate needle
biopsies at 6, 12, and 24 months and
post-treatment PSA

The investigational therapy found low toxicity (grade 12); there were no DLT and treatment-related serious
adverse events.
7 of 8 patients were negative in the last post-treatment
prostate biopsies (6 or 12 months later).
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Gy IMRT.
7

Harrington
et al.
[80]
(2010)

Phase
Safety and recommended
1/II trial schedule/dose of JS1/34.5-/47-/GMCSF (HSV encoding GM-CSF) for future
study.

17 head and neck cancer subjects
[oropharynx (palatine tonsil and base
of tongue), supraglottis, and
hypopharynx (pyriform fossa)]

Antitumor responses (pathologic,
radiologic, recurrence rates, and
survival) were also monitored

8

Harrington
et al.
[81]
(2010)

Phase 1 To determine safety, feasibility,
trial
antitumor activity, and viral replication
of combining intratumoral
administration of reovirus type 3
Dearing (RT3D) and radiation to
subjects with advanced malignancy
during fractionated radiotherapy.

All patients received radiotherapy (70 Gy in
35 daily fractions) and standard-dose
2
cisplatin (100 mg/m body surface area)
chemotherapy
25 patients with squamous cell
carcinoma of the skin, melanoma,
lung, head and neck cancer, pancreas,
ovarian, esophagus, colorectal, and
unknown primary.

Freytag et
Phase
[79]
al.(2014)
2/3
trial.

10

Markert JM Phase 1 To know the safety of direct inoculation
et al.
trial
of HSV/G207 into recurrent malignant
[82]
(2014)
gliomas followed by focal radiation to
the tumor.

To determine the safety and efficacy of
OAMCGT + IMRT for intermediate-risk
prostate cancer. Other aims were
prostate biopsy positivity at 2 years,
quality of life (QOL), no apparent
biochemical/clinical failure,
metastases, and survival.

At the first stage (phase 1a): local tumor
radiation to a dose of 20 Gy in 5 successive
daily fractions + 2 intratumoral injections of
RT3D in consecutive log dose-escalating for
the cohorts consisting of 3 patients.
In the second stage (phase 1b), local tumor
radiation to a dose of 36 Gy (12 fractions)
over 16 days in parallel with 2, 4, or 6
intratumoral RT3D doses.

This study will give recommendations
on the dose combination schedule
9

JS1/34.5-/47-/GM-CSF was injected into
malignant lymph node(s) on the cervical
region using a scheduled and escalated
dosing manner (no injections were done to
mucosal disease)

44 subjects who had intermediaterisk prostate cancer.

No DLT was observed. No viral shedding was found on
RT-PCR of blood, urine, stool, and sputum. Most of the
common toxicities were grade 1-2, such as pyrexia, flulike symptoms, vomiting, asymptomatic lymphopenia,
and neutropenia. In the low-dose (5 4 Gy) radiation
group, out of 7 patients, 5 had SD and 2 PR. Out of 7
patients in the high-dose (12 3 Gy) radiation group, 2
had SD and 5 had PR.

The intervention group received an Ad5yCD/mutTKSR39rep-ADP adenovirus via a
single intraprostatic injection. Then, subjects
(OAMCGT+IMRT: 21 patients; IMRT: in the same group were given 5-FC and
23 patients).
vGCV orally for 2 weeks (given only during
weekdays). All patients received 40 × 2 Gy
of IMRT.

Significant differences in gastrointestinal or
genitourinary events and quality of life among the two
groups were not observed. However, neutropenia, lowgrade influenza-like symptoms, transaminitis, and
thrombocytopenia were more prevalent in the
intervention group.
Subjects in the intervention group showed 42% less
biopsy positivity at 2 years compared with the other
group. Biopsy positive in the intervention vs. control
group: 33% vs. 58%.

9 GBM subjects with progressive
disease despite surgery (resection or
stereotactic biopsy), chemotherapy,
and radiation therapy.

No subjects experienced serious adverse effects due to
the intervention and no subjects showed any evidence of
HSV encephalitis. The most common adverse events
were headache, seizure, hemiparesis, and fever.

G207 was inoculated using stereotactic
technique into 5 enhanced parts of the tumor
edge for 2 min to avoid any reflux. All
subjects received 5 Gy radiation therapy.

Other outcomes were efficacy, overall
survival, and radiographic and
performance response HSV/G207degree of post-treatment viral shedding
and specific antibody response.
11

All subjects had at least one OV-related adverse event,
86% grade 1-2, one grade 3-4 observed in each subject.
82.3% of 17 patients showed tumor response by
Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors, and 93%
of neck dissected patients showed pathologic complete
remission. HSV replication was found with a titer higher
than the input dose.
All subjects were seropositive at the end of the
intervention. No locoregional reappearance; diseasespecific survival was 82.4%, median follow-up: 29
months (19-40 months)

Mell LK et
Phase 1 To determine the safety of GL-ONC1
19 patients with stage IV head and
[83]
al.(2017)
trial
when delivered intravenously with
neck carcinoma.
chemoradiation to patients with
primary, non-metastatic head and neck
cancer.

6 subjects had SD or PR. Quantitative PCR of HSV in
blood serum stayed negative in all subjects. The median
survival was 7.5 months (time from G207 inoculation to
death).
Patients received GL-ONC1 intravenously
with concurrent chemotherapy (cisplatin 100
2
mg/m on Days 1, 22, and 43) and radiation.
8
Patients in Cohort 1 received 3 10 pfu on
9
9
Day 3; Cohort 2, 1 10 pfu; Cohort 3, 3 10

Follow-up was done at the median of 30 months, which
resulted in 7 treatment failures (3 locoregional, 3 distant,
and 1 both local and distant) and 7 deaths (5 due to
progression of head and neck carcinoma, 1 due to a
second primary cancer of gastrointestinal origin, and 1
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due to non-cancer cause). Post-treatment PET/CT at 4
months in 18 patients showed negative in 11 patients,
partial response in 4 patients, positive in 3 patients, and
death at 3 months post-treatment in 1 patient. PFS at 1
and 2 years was 74.4% and 64.1%, respectively.

RT: Radiation therapy; NSCLC: non-small cell lung cancer; DLT: dose-limiting toxicity; MTD: maximum tolerated dose; CR: complete response; PR: partial response; MR: minimal response; OAMCGT: oncolytic
adenovirus-mediated cytotoxic gene therapy; SD: stable disease; RCT: randomized clinical trial; GCV: ganciclovir; RT-PCR: reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction; 5-FC: 5-fluorocytosine; vGCV:
valganciclovir; GBM: glioblastoma multiforme; IMRT: intensity-modulated radiation therapy; pfu: plaque-forming unit; PET/CT: positron emission tomography/computed tomography.

chemical modification[8]. Additionally, as a measure to enhance the discovery of new OV designs, scientists are also building a repository of OV, namely
OvirusTdb (https://webs.iiitd.edu.in/raghava/ovirustdb/). This database consists of 5927 records with more than 20 species of virus and 50 cell lines[86].

CONCLUSION
The burden of cancer is increasingly becoming a problem in the world. Several treatment options have emerged, but efforts are needed to lever up the
effectiveness. OV is an emerging treatment modality for cancer management by using an engineered virus capable of selective replication in tumor cells.
Following entry into the cell, OV will replicate and assemble before exiting from tumor cells. During its lifecycle, OV will elicit an antitumoral response
through direct selective oncolysis and activation of an innate or adaptive immune response. The combination of OV and radiation therapy will have a
synergistic effect which leads to viral oncolysis, impairment of DDR, and stimulation of immune response. There are several completed and ongoing trials
regarding the combination of OV and radiation therapy towards different types of cancer, with adenovirus as the most commonly used vector. Those trials
have shown a promising efficacy with limited adverse events. Moreover, the database of oncolytic viruses is widely available to enhance further research on
OV.
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Table 3. Ongoing clinical trials[84]

Study Clinical trial
design number

Country Status

Phase 2 NCT03004183
trial

United
States

Recruiting

United
Kingdom

Recruiting

No Title

Disease

Intervention

1.

SBRT and oncolytic virus
therapy before
pembrolizumab for
metastatic TNBC and
NSCLC

Metastatic NSCLC or
TNBC

SBRT 30 Gy (5 6 Gy) +
(ADV/HSV-tk) and
Valacyclovir before
pembrolizumab

2.

Chemoradiation with
Enadenotucirev as a
radiosensitizer in locally
advanced rectal cancer

Locally advanced rectal
cancer

Enadenotucirev _
Phase 1
chemoradiation
trial
(capecitabine + radiotherapy
25 2 Gy)

NCT03916510

3.

HSV G207 alone or with a Progressive/recurrent
single radiation dose in
supratentorial brain
children with progressive or tumors
recurrent supratentorial
brain tumors

HSV G207 with or without 5 Phase 1
Gy single-dose radiation
trial

NCT02457845 United
States

Recruiting

4.

HSV G207 in children with
recurrent or refractory
cerebellar brain tumors

HSV G207 + 5 Gy radiation
to tumor

Phase 1
trial

NCT03911388

United
States

Recruiting

5.

Neural stem cell-based
Malignant glioma
virotherapy of newly
diagnosed malignant glioma

NSC-CRAd-Survivin-pk7 +
chemoradiation
with/without upfront
surgery

Phase 1
trial

NCT03072134

United
States

Completed,
no report
available

6.

Phase 1 trial of Interleukin12 gene therapy for locally
advanced prostate cancer

Ad5-yCD/mutTKSR39rephIL12 (adenovirus) +
definitive radiotherapy

Phase 1
trial

NCT02555397

United
States

Unknown *

Recurrent or refractory
cerebellar brain tumors

Locally advanced
prostate cancer

*Study passed the date of completion but not verified for more than two years. SCLC: Non-small cell lung cancer; TNBC: triple-negative breast
cancer; SBRT: stereotactic body radiation therapy; OV: oncolytic virus; ADV/HSV-th: adenovirus-mediated expression of herpes simplex virus
thymidine kinase; NSC-CRAd-Survivin-pk7: neural stem cells loaded with oncolytic adenovirus.

Figure 1. Combined mechanism of oncolytic virus and radiation therapy.
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